THE BRODERICK™
KITCHEN COLLECTION
With the right level of detailing, rugged looks are quite distinctive. That’s exactly the case with the Broderick™ Kitchen Collection. Strong design cues taken from an era of nuts-and-bolts machinery give it an aesthetic that speaks to durability and craftsmanship—and makes your space more noteworthy.

INDUSTRIAL INSPIRATION TAKES CENTER STAGE.
With its exposed hardware and powerful styling, the Broderick™ Kitchen Collection creates a real presence in the heart of your home. Better still, a range of options—including the first-ever bridge pull-down faucet configuration from the Delta® brand, as well as innovations that include Touch2O® and ShieldSpray® Technologies—offers you choices for creating an unforgettable focal point.
A LOOK RICH IN HERITAGE, HONED FOR TODAY’S TASTES.
Industrial design nods to an age of workmanship and progress. The Broderick™ Kitchen Collection celebrates that spirit—and lets you make the style your own. Additional options include pull-down kitchen and bar/prep faucets, a pro-style, pull-down spring spout kitchen faucet, a wall-mount pot filler, plus a range of finishes to give your décor exactly the right feel.

Available exclusively to Delta Faucet trade customers.
Delta Faucet Company is committed to sustainability and providing smart water delivery solutions to maximize water savings without sacrificing comfort and convenience. Our commitment to sustainability extends to waste reduction and the preservation of natural resources and the environment. That’s why we choose to print on Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certified paper.

Forest Stewardship Council® and FSC® are registered trademarks of Forest Stewardship Council, A.C.